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About This Game

Vision of Aurora Borealis is a visual novel about a young photographer who travels to Iceland in search of the northern lights.
He is angry at himself for being so unskilled in this art, but then he meets a mysterious, hostile young girl who changes his

outlook on life and aspirations. What did they do? What kind of person is she? Join them in an adventure on the barren lands
filled with myths, nature, and love.

This game includes:
+20 beautiful CGs and natural landscapes

Delightful main story
Original, soothing music

Coming:
Side Story

Language Support in Chinese, Japanese

What is a Kinetic Novel?
A new form of entertainment for the sole purpose of storytelling -- not a novel, not an anime, not a game -- Kinetic Novel.

Made with the goal of providing the reader with an unprecedented sense of presence and empathy for the characters through the
use of a high-quality scenario, graphics, music, and other production values.
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vision of aurora borealis

As much as I appreciate the effort that probably went into this novel (especially on the art front), I can't bring myself to
recommend it. The art is pretty (although it can be off-putting if you're not into the overly-anime style; also, although the MC
says Gryla has remarkably pointy elf ears, her ears are average and human-looking, both in sprites and in CGs), the GUI and
backgrounds are beautiful, and it certainly has a nice amount of CGs in comparison to its length, but it doesn't have many
redeeming qualities besides those. The premise could have been interesting, but it is not explored to its full potential and some
actions taken by the characters seem random or unnatural due to how rushed the whole thing is. The story is also too short to
properly get into or to allow you to be truly involved with the characters. Despite the "Extras" option on the main menu, it is not
really available and you can't view a CG Gallery or anything of the sort. Lastly, the end doesn't make much sense, and given
what the story provides you with, you're not really sure whether there is an unspoken explanation for it or just a gaping plot hole.
Considering the existence of free VNs out there that last up to 10 hours and have more captivating characters and complex
storylines, I sadly cannot recommend this one.. All I could say about this Visual novel that it's beautiful.
The story is very interesting and worth reading it, but it is still a bit short.
The artstyle is great.
Would recommend!. Vision of Aurora Borealis is a bad kinetic visual novel experience that managed to hit all the wrong notes.
Besides the art, nothing about this visual novel worked for me. Even then the art was uneven. The writing was poorly edited and
the story feels rushed and poorly paced.

THE BEST WAY TO DESCRIBE VISION OF AURORA BOREALIS IS SLAPDASH.
Vision of Aurora Borealis is a kinetic experience. I really wish it wasn\u2019t because the writing makes the protagonist come
off as an jerk. I really wish I was able to play this and make some choices. Better choices. The story reads as if someone was
playing through a visual novel making all of the wrong choices.

It sucks and it\u2019s frustrating to read.
Check out my full review of this mess on my website where I take this mess apart:
http:\/\/nardio.net\/2016\/09\/30\/vision-aurora-borealis-review\/

tl;dr
20 minutes of bad visual novel here...
Not worth your time or money.. I felt like this was a VN I wanted to like but couldn't. I completed it in 48 minutes, which isn't
too bad considering I only paid $1.99 for it, but just about every minute of it was forgettable. The dialog feels very awkward
and unnatural, the music has no fade in or out which makes the transitions feel very abrupt, the story was dull and lacking in
detail, and the bond the main characters had felt so forced and unnatural. I will give it one thing, the art was awesome. I really
liked all the scenary, and the girl and fox looked great... but even that falls short because there are a few 10 minute periods
where you're staring at a black screen and reading dialog one line at a time.

I hope the team that worked on this uses this as a learning experience, because while Vision of Aurora Borealis isn't great, it
certainly isn't bad. And even though I would not recommend it, it still feels like a good beginning, and I hope they continue to
make more.. Pros:
- Nice, pretty artwork

Cons:
- Extremely simplistic writing
- Simple story
- Lack of character development
- Confusing ending

I can't say I recommend it. It's a pretty game, but so very empty and shallow.
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As mentioned by other reviewers, the story was short, indeed too short that even I had no opportunity to yawn (which I
occasionally do while reading any visual novels regardless of good or bad the story).

The personalities given for characters were easy to understand, but in term of character development between them, it still has
some lacking on it, which I felt awkward at some point thus making the relation felt shallow, felt rushed & not connected deep
enough to leave major impact at the end.

But still kudos to the team, this novel nevertheless is still good for introduction to those who are new to kinetic visual novel.
Light & casual story suitable for everyone, beautiful arts, also nice BGM. Dont bother pay it at full price, wait for the sales
instead :). Wished it could of been longer at least 3-5 hours to flush out the story and backgrounds for the characters. Overall it
made me cry.  Could of at least made him visit Gryla when she went to school or something . Made me cri. "What man hides
from God, God will hide from man."

This is the premiere that opens this KN.
Be aware that this novel is short,very short, it took me 50 minutes to finish it, is worthy? definetely.

the story,the art,the music and the message are amazing, also a recomendation if you are of those who cry easily this KN can
make you drop some tears.

Also i you are not from Iceland you may want to have wikipedia close to you cause will help you understanding lot of things that
are hinted in the novel but not told, especially about Gryla, the girl on the screenshots. Okay, if you don't need a reason for
picking up the game, because you love visual novels, then go for it.

However if you're looking for a game for spending even just a lazy afternoon, beware. The art is lovely but the game is
insubstantial. It's too short and rushed to leave any kind of impact. The heroine is lovely, but like any generic cute girl. The
game fails on its promise to tell about Iceland, and about its "legends" --you know what I'm talking about.

There are some games that are imbued with indie charm despite their limitations, but sadly this isn't one of them.

Anyway I don't regret buying the game and I wish the best of luck for Purin and the people involved in the project. Beginnings
are hard.. this is amazing it would be a great show \/movie
. This kinetic novella is nice, if a bit sad. the protagonist meets a mysterious young lady while he is out trying to find himself.
They have a connection, but he is... unsure what it is.

Quick and powerful as it may be, and cheap as it is... I might suggest getting it on discount. That said... there might be more
coming.... You've gotta be kidding. This doesn't last even an hour. On top of that, the plot is not coherent. The progress is
rushed. It is like cramming a whole year of relationship into a single night.

I don't recommend at all. Other free VNs are much better than this.. It's a really nice story, but too short..It would be nice if you
could make it longer and let us make decisions on our characters just like other visual novels.
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